RAPID INCIDENT ANALYSIS WITH
REMOTE DATA COLLECTION
Kivu’s patented technology dramatically cuts
response times

PRIMARY MARKETS

Effective incident response is all about speed. Losing valuable time to
on-site travel can cost a business millions, which is why it’s vital to have
access to an incident response service that can be run remotely.

• Cyber Insurance

Kivu’s patented proprietary technology tool scans IT systems remotely and
securely to collect the forensic data required to investigate cyber attacks.
KECT (Kivu Enterprise Collection Tool) was engineered to find Indicators of
Compromise (IOC) fast, enabling Kivu’s expert analysts to quickly identify
and resolve cyber incidents.

LEADERSHIP

• Data Privacy Counsel &
Breach Coach

• Winston Krone,
Chief Research Officer
wkrone@kivuconsulting.com

Since its first deployment in 2016, KECT has been used in over 800
cases, often within 30 minutes of the engagement kick-off call, which saves • Rob Meekins,
crucial response time during a cyber attack.
VP-Digital Forensics &
Incident Response
meekins@kivuconsulting.com
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The scope of data
collected is determined
specifically for each
deployment, and
all collected data is
encrypted before being
sent to secure U.S.
or EU-based servers,
depending on the user’s
location.

KECT is agentless and
can efficiently run on
everything from small
networks to networks
with as many as 100,000
endpoints. Once deployed,
it automatically executes
until all required data has
been collected and can
then self-delete.

• Kivuconsulting.com

KECT is trusted by insurance and law firms worldwide as a reliable tool to
minimize and mitigate the effects of cyber incidents. The benefits are clear:
• Lower incident response costs: no on-site personnel
required
• Fast analysis: even large corporate networks are scanned in
less than 60 minutes
• Low client impact: no software installations or calibration
required

KECT: Rapid Incident Analysis

CONTACT

• incidentresponse@
kivuconsulting.com
• 855.548.8767
PATENT
In recognition of this unique
technology, Kivu was granted
patent #10609065 for KECT
by the United States Patent
and Trademark Office in 2020.

